FILLING THE GAP
due to low battery life, noisy motors, low grip strength, and low
durability.5 As such, it can only be viewed as a rough, preliminary
prototype, but it represents a novel addition of external power to
such systems.
FILLING FUNCTIONAL GAPS
In contrast to the increasing sophistication introduced in the
Gretsch et al. article, a final article documents the attainment of
a desired objective through a simple application.6 In this effort,
the authors describe their process of using 3D printing and other
prototyping materials to fabricate an activity-specific adaptive
terminal device to allow a nine-year-old cellist with a transradial
amputation to better hold the instrument’s bow.6
Particularly for a child, the likelihood of prosthetic acceptance
increases when the prosthesis addresses a specific gap in function
or a targeted activity, something traditional terminal devices may
or may not do. In this subject’s case, he had a voluntary closing
prosthetic hand that had been repurposed into a passive device to
hold the bow. However, the socket, presumably outgrown, was illfitting and the grip on the bow was loose and generally ineffective.
In this case, 3D printing was used to create a prototype socket
and bow holder, allowing the child to trial various lengths and
angles to attain an appropriate alignment of the bow hold relative
to his residual limb. The authors even describe incorporating
Lego bricks into the interim prototype to allow the boy to adapt
its overall length to an optimized position before printing the
final, activity-specific device.6
CLINICAL CAVEATS
As the momentum around such 3D-printed solutions appears to
be growing, a few clinical caveats warrant mentioning. Burns et
al. describe their use of a custom-fabricated Orthoplast® inner
socket mounted within the dorsal hand shell to increase comfort
and ensure that more of the user’s wrist force is translated into
prosthetic joint movement.1 Zuniga’s devices were all fitted with
the assistance of an occupational therapist and a prosthetist, with
his protocols recommending the inclusion of clinical experts
in the fitting process “to avoid skin abrasions or breakdown
due to improper fit.”3 The Aquaplast socket described in Zuniga
et al.’s shoulder disarticulation prosthesis was fabricated by a
certified prosthetist, and the authors restated that “inclusion of a
certified prosthetist or upper-limb specialist on a research team
is crucial for the proper development, fitting, and use of upperlimb 3D-printed prostheses.”4 In the work of Gretsch et al., the
emphasis was on the robotic hand mechanism, with the socket
fabricated, at least in part, by a certified prosthetist.4 Thus, the
published efforts in this space have occurred through beneficial
interactions between printing engineers and trained clinicians.
While the role of trained, certified prosthetists in the provision of
3D-printed solutions is still uncertain, it is clear that they can be
valuable resources to successful designs and outcomes. O&P EDGE
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